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The RThe Rise and Fise and Fall oall off
Charles LindberCharles Lindberghgh
by Candace Fleming

Award-winning author
Fleming shares insights into
complicated aspects of
celebrated aviator Charles
Lindbergh’s life, from his Nazi
sympathies and anti-
Semitism to his support of
eugenics and environmental
causes.

The RThe Rose & theose & the
DaggerDagger
by Renée Ahdieh

Shahrzad's loyalties are
tested after she is reunited
with her family, who have
found sanctuary with
enemies of her husband, the
Caliph, and her childhood
sweetheart, who now
commands forces set on
destroying the Caliph's
empire. The sequel to The
Wrath and the Dawn.

Glass SwGlass Sworordd
by Victoria Aveyard

Aggressively pursued by her
royal former friend when she
flees the court that would
denounce and control her
Silver powers, Mare discovers
that there are others like her
and endeavors to organize a
rebellion against their
oppressive leaders. Book 2 of
the Red Queen series.

FFableable
Adrienne Young

For the daughter of the most powerful trader in the
Narrows, the sea is the only home Fable has ever
known. Four years ago she watched her mother
drown during a storm - and the next day her father
abandoned her on an island filled with thieves and
little food. To survive she learned to trust no one and
relied on the skills her mother taught her. Fable enlists
the help of a young trader named West to get her off
the island to demand her rightful place beside her
father. But his rivalries and the dangers of his trading
enterprise have multiplied since she last saw him -
and Fable soon finds that West isn't who he seems.

The RThe Rose & the Daggerose & the Dagger
by Renée Ahdieh

Shahrzad's loyalties are tested
after she is reunited with her
family, who have found sanctuary
with enemies of her husband, the
Caliph, and her childhood
sweetheart, who now commands
forces set on destroying the
Caliph's empire. The sequel to The
Wrath and the Dawn.

Glass SwGlass Sworordd
by Victoria Aveyard

Aggressively pursued by her royal
former friend when she flees the
court that would denounce and
control her Silver powers, Mare
discovers that there are others
like her and endeavors to
organize a rebellion against their
oppressive leaders. Book 2 of the
Red Queen series.
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